
HCal-J Status                B. Quinn       Aug. 7/18

All 288 modules in Test Lab, loaded into four subassemblies 
and rotated to horizontal position. (4 spares in Test Lab)

~200 (black) 2262H tubes with housings (+8 spare tubes) in 
Test Lab (CMU tubes used on BigHAND)

30 (grey) 2282 tubes with housings (+4 spare tubes) brought 
from CMU after rebuild of mechanics
70 more 2282 tubes with housings coming soon

(Probably use 192 black + 96 grey housings)









HCal-cal
(Or….. What I did on my summer vacation)

An LED pulser calibration system 
for HCal-J being installed

Gives bright fast pulses to simulate HCal-
J signals

3 CMU undergrads on site for summer
(ThomasJae Garcia, Peter Brownlee, 
Erica Xia)



Four pulser boxes for each subassembly of 
Hcal.   18 modules per box

Fibers enter from back of module go 
through U-tube and face cylindrical light 
guide (JLab mounting system prevents 
access to front of module.)

6 fibers to each module to allow large 
dynamic range in brightness.

Need bright LED pulses to feed fibers
Goal:
6 6000 pe
5 3000 pe
4 1500 pe               137 to ~12000 pe
3 750 pe                  digitally selectable
2 375 pe (+ factor of 2 ‘in reserve’
1 137 pe                 by removing filters)
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Expected number of photo-electrons (npe)
Cosmic muon through vertical HCal deposits 
~80 MeV in scint.  ~380 p.e. observed:   
~5 p.e. / MeV in scint.
(Normalized to that, Geant predicts 
~6 p.e./with Cherenkov turned on ??)

3X3 cluster
‘Max’ 250-700 MeV

single (highest E)
module
‘Max’ 175-500 MeV
1050-3000 p.e.



A (big) surprise/complication
Found rotation angle of PMT affects npe seen for pulser
flashes.  Up to factor ~2 !!
Seen for both XP-2282 (8-stage) and 

XP-2262H (12-stage) tubes.
?????????????????????
Non-uniform illumination of photocathode?? plus non-
uniform QE??  (Result of putting fibers at back of HCal??)

Complicates measurement of tubes relative “QE” and 
prediction of response to HCal hits.

For now, rotate to maximize npe before measurements

Any such effect for cosmics ?????



390 nH
for 20 ns
width

~20-90 pF to set brightness



2.5” X 3.8”



Royal Blue  (465 nm)





























Shift registers
2X6 bits = 12 bits



Fires LEDs selected
by present pattern
in shift register
(single-shots to ~kHz)

Clocks a new pattern
into shift registers
(No input to Data -> 1)



Can connect boxes in series to form longer shift register (4X12 bits?    8X12 bits?)



Present status of pulser system
All pulser boxes/ tubing installed
All fibers measured/cleaved/

bundled
15/16 boxes: capacitors set
13/16 boxes: all fibers

installed

10/16 boxes:  all fibers tested; calibration
recorded (npe, for each bit with selected     

‘good’ PMT)



Now, thanks to John Annand, have multiple 
ADC channels (all but one channel died on our 
Caen V792N)

Begin calibrating relative QE of many tubes 
(for ‘best’ rotation angle !!???)

Measure & record npe vs bit for all modules

Install final tubes on modules and measure npe
vs bit for combination. (Juan Carlos using 
fADC DAQ in Sept… other help welcome)



Present status of HCal
No known problems except:

PMTs still have to be attached (higher QE towards 
horizontal center)
Must compare relative npe from cosmics and from
pulser








